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Abstract Let G = (V,E) be a directed graph such that V = {vifv2t..., vn), {dt, d%,..., djt\ 
is the set of all outer-degrees and {dr, d*,..., df} is the set of all inner-degrees of vertices of G. 
To the graph G we can assigne a pair of matrices MQ == [atj]tx„ and M$'** [bJm]„xt as follows: 
the element atJ is the number of vertices ve Vhaving the inner-degree dT such that (vj, v)eE, 
the element bJm is the number of vertices ve Vhaving the outer-degree d-J such that (v, Vj)eE. 
Matrices MQ and MQ will be called the out-distribution matrix of G and the in-distribution matrix 
of G respectively. In this paper we give criteria for graphicity of a pair (M+, M~) matrices i.e. 
necessary and sufficient conditions under which there exists a digraph G such that Af+ =-= MQ 
and M~ -= Mc. We give also a procedure for constructing a graph realizing a graphic pair 
(M+, M~) and we characterize the set of all graphs on the fixed vertex-set and with the same out-
distribution and in-distribution matrices. 
Key words. Out-distribution (in-distribution) matrix of the graph, realization of the pair of matrices, 
graphic pair of matrices, demi-bipartite graph (d. b-graph), switching, pair of sequences realizable 
by d. b-graph, alternate anti-cycle (a, a-cycle), a, ̂ -cyclic partition of the graph. 
Introduction. Let G == (V, E) be a simple graph where V = {vl9v2, ...9vn} 
and let {dl9 d29 ...9dk} be a set of non-negative integers. A matrix MG = [a^J] 
where i = 1, 2, ..., k and/ = 1,2, ..., n will be called the distribution matrix of G 
iSdtJ is the number of vertices of the degree d( adjacent with the vertex Vj (see [6]). 
The distribution matrix of a graph G contains informations not only on degrees 
of vertices but also about degrees of the neighbours of any vertex. 
In [6] the necessary and sufficient conditions for a matrix M of non-negative 
integers were formulated under which M was the distribution matrix of a simple 
graph. It was also characterized the set of all graphs on the fixed vertex set having 
the same distribution matrix. 
In this paper we solve the same problems for directed graphs, namely: ~ 
Let G = (V9E) be a directed graph where V == {vi9 v29 ..., vn}. Let D*(G) » 
= {d?9 d29 ..., d£} be the set of all outer-degrees of vertices of G and D~(G) *-
= {di,d29 ...,</f} be the set of all inner-degrees of vertices of G. We denote 
by a{J (i = 1,2, . . . , / and j = 1,2,..., n) the number of vertices v e V having the 
inner-degree df such that (vj9 v)eE. Similarily we denote by bmj(m « 1, 2, „., k) 
the number of vertices ve V Having the outer-degree d£ such that (vf Vj)eE> \ 
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The matrix M+ = [al7] will be called the out-distribution matrix of G and 
the matrix MQ = [bmJ\ will be called the in-distribution matrix of G. So to any 
directed graph G we can assign the pair (MQ, MQ) of the distribution matrices. 
In Section 1 we define precisely the matrices MQ and MQ. 
A pair (M+9 M~) of matrices of non-negative integers will be called graphic 
iff there exists a directed graph G such that M+ = M+ and M" = MQ. 
In Section 2 we reduce the problem of graphicity of a pair of matrices to the 
problem of graphicity of a pair of sequences. 
In Section 3 we formulate criteria of graphicity of a pair of sequences. We also 
give an algorithm for constructing a graph realizing a pair of sequences. 
In Section 4 we give criteria of graphicity of a pair of matrices. 
In Section 5 we present a procedure for constructing a graph realizing a pair 
(M+>M~). 
In Section 6 we characterize the set of all realizations of a graphic pair of matrices. 
1. The distribution matrices of a directed graph 
Let G a (V, E) be a finite directed graph, i.e. Vis a non-empty set, E £ Vx V. 
For ve Vwe denote: 
r+(v) = {ueV; (v9 u) e E}9 rj(i>) = {u e V; (u9 v) e E}9 
deg£(iO = I r+(v) |, deg^(v) = | rG(v) |, 
D+(G) = {dtgi(v);veV}, D~(G) = {deg^iO; ve V}. 




+}9 D~(G) = {dJ9dJ9...9dJ}. 
For i = 1, 2, ..., k andf = 1, 2, ..., /we define: 
<1) V,+ = {ve V; deg£(<0 = d,+}, V; = {ve V; deg^(v) = dj}9 
<2) £ y = {(uf v)eE;ue V
+
9 ve VJ}9 
<3) t+J(v) = | V; n r c » | 5 r
l(v) = \ v+nrQ(v)\. 
For a t graph G we define two functions, namely out-distribution tG and in-





{ ) tQ(v) = (r\v)9 r\v)9..., r\v))
T
9 
(N is the set of all non-negative integers). 
Let V = {&!, p2, ..., vn}. Then we get a pair (M<J", MJ) of matrices where 
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M2 = lt2(v{)9t£(v2)9...9tZ(vJl 
Mc = ['G(»I)>'G(«>2). - . , to(Vm)]. 
MQ is a (/xrt)-matrix called the out-distribution matrix of G and MQ is a (kxrty 
matrix called the in-distribution matrix of G. Then the graph G is called a realiza-
tion of the pair (Af+, MQ). 
Example 1. Let G be a graph in Fig. 1. 
Fig. l 
For the graph G we have: 
D+(G) = {3, 2,1}, D-(G) = {2,1}, 
Vt = {v\}> VI = {vi9v29vA9v5}9 
V\ = {v2, vs}9 V2 = v3}9 
Vt^{v39vA}9 
, . . . [ 3 2 1 1 1 1 . M - f s ; ? ; ; ' •-V-L„.,,J. "'-mil 
. 2. Graphic pair of matrices 
Let M = [al9 a2, ..., a J be a matrix of non-negative integers such that 
a column cct is of the form aj = (a}9a*9 . . . ,aj)
r for i = 1,2, ...,/i. Let Af(*} 
denote an (rxn) matrix with the same columns as in M but ordered as follows: 
r r r r 
a, precedes â  iff ( £ a\ > £ aj) or ( S a? - Z a1 a n d * < -/)• 
s - l s = l s=-l a=-l 
For the matrices from Example 1 we have: 
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м° L 0 0 - °°J' 
0 1 1 1 0 
0 1 1 1 1 
2 0 0 0 0 
Let for some matrices Af+, M" the pair (M + ( *\ Af~(*}) have the form: 
(6) 
Лf+(*> = 
M ~ u ) = 
t + í *11 
í + l ř l . l 
4 1 
ř l l 
ř + 1 
*lsi 
ř + í 
ífrí 
. + 1 
г + í 
г i l 
•д 
r + 1 fis* 
*,-; +/ 













where Xs* — Z rj = « and for any/ = 1, 2, ..., k,j = 1, 2, ..., l,p = 1, 2, ..., siy 
.*L y*i 
? = 1, 2, ..., r, we have: 
f + 1 4. _L t
 + l - d + 
ijj, -r . . . -h r i p — a^ , 
d + > ... > dл
+, 
W + ••! + 01 = dJ > di > - > 4 • 
The aim of this paper is to give necessary and sufficient conditions for the pair 
(M*9 M~) to be graphic. This problem reduces itself to finding criteria of the 
pair (M+(*>, A/~(*>). 
First we need some auxiliary notions. 
Considere a triple D = (X, Y, E), where X, Y are non-empty sets &nd E = XxY. 
The triple Z) = (X, Y, E) we shall call a demi-bipartite graph or briefly a d . b-graph. 
From any graph G = (V, E) we can form a d . b-graph (X, y, E) as follows: 
For any v e K: deg£ (y) * 0 => v e X, deg^iv) * 0 => v e Y, 
deg+(v) = degj(v) = 0 => ve X or t?eF. 
Note that the edge-set in G and its d . b-graph is the same, so if G has no isolated 
vertices then d . b-graph obtained in. this way is unique. However to any graph 
G •» (V, E) there corresponds a trivial d . b-graph (V, V, E). 
Let a = (ai,a1, ..., an), b = (b1,b2, ..., bm) be two sequences of non-negative 
integers. Ad.b-graphD = (X, Y,E) whereX = {ut, u2, ...,**„}, y = {01,02 > ...,*>»,} 
we shall call a realization of the pair of sequences (a, b) iff for any i = 1,2, ..., /i, 
^ -- 1, 2,,..., m the following conditions are satisfied: 
m deg^(wi) = ai, degoO^) = V 
. degsfai) = 0 for ut $ Xn y, deg^(^) = 0 for Vj$XnY. 
Then the pair (a, b) will be called the pair of demi-degree sequences of D and we 
denote it by (ayb)D. 
The pair (a> b) of sequences of non-negative integers will be called graphic iff 
there exists a d . b-graph D such that (a, b) = (a, b)D. 
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Let G = (V9 E) be a directed graph, \ 
D+(G) = {d+9 d
+
9 ..., d
+}9 D~(G) = {dj9 dj9..., dj}. 
For i = 1,2, ..., fc andy = 1, 2, ..., / we define the following subgraphs of G: 
(8) G„ = (V + uV7 ,£u) . 
By (1) and (2) the triple (V+9 VJ9 Etj) is a d . b-graph. In the sequel we shall 
treat notation (8) and notation GXj = (V
+
9 VJ9 E{J) as equivalent. 
It is easy to see that 
(9) G U GiT=( U V+uVJ9 U Etj). 
i « l , ...,* i = l k i=-l k 
J - 1 - . . . . I 1=1 1. i - l , . . . . I 
Lemma 1. If a graph G = (K, E) is a realization of a pair of matrices (M+ (*\ 
M**(*)) of the form (6), then for any i = 1, 2, ... ,'fc andf = 1, 2, ..., / the d. b-graph 





h ** fyl» •••' Orj)' 
Proof. Let Giy = (V
+, V7, ^ ) . Put 
(Ю) M+<*> = 
ř + l , + ť 







The columns of M+u) are out-distributions of vertices of K+; the columns 
of M7 ( * } are in-distributions of vertices of VJ. 
Let 
K = {»!!• •••• »toj, VJ = {WA, ..., Wiri} 
and 
M+(*> = [tfdfc),..., t+(Vi5t)l MJ
M = [^(wy i),..., to(wJrj)l 
By (3), (4) and (7) we infer that the graph G(j is a realization of the pair of sequences 
((tn , ..., tis{ ), (tjx , ..., tjrj))' 
Lemma 2. Let (M + ( * } , M""(*)) fo a /MH> of matrices of the form (6). Let 
V = { v l i 9 ..., » l f l, ...,t? a,...., viSi9 ..., t?fcl,-.,., vk8k} 
and X( = {t?a, ..., viSi) for i = 1, 2, ..., fc. Let for j = 1, 2, ..., I Yj be a set such 
that U *j - v> Yh n 10, = 0 /or A * J 2 , j t , J2 e {1, 2, ..., /}. /fcrtter /*/ 
y=i -
Hy = (Xi9Yj9 Fij) be ad. b-graph realizing a pair (t
+J
9 tj*) for i = 1, 2, ..., kf 
j = 1, 2, ..., /. Then the graph H = \J HtJ is a realization of a pair of matrices 
(M<*\M-<«>) . £V;:::j 
Proof. Let for / = 1, 2, ..., k- and j = 1,2,..., I Hi}'-» (AT,, YJ,F,J), Xt •»• 
- {t>a,...,«..,}, K, - {wyi w/r/}, y, SV, Yj, n YJr= 0 for j t * j 2 . 
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Then 
U * i - U Yj-V. 
1 = 1 * . y = - l I 
Let us fix r e V. Let veXio and r e /*Jo. So i; = t;ioP = wjoq for some 
/? e {1, 2, ..., sio) and # e {1, 2, ..., rJ0}. Observe that v is a vertex of all graphs HioJ 
forj = 1, 2, ...,/, is a vertex of all graphs Hijo for / = 1, 2, ..., k and t> does not 
belong to others. 
By assumptions we have: 
degt.Jviop) = f
+/, deg^.o(wio<I) = r70i. 
Hence and by the fact that the sets FtJ are mutually disjoint, we get: 
*H(vi0p)
 = ('*o/»> • • • > ^ o / » ) > 
"•^(WJO«) = (/7oi 
Since the sequences (f^1, ..., t?0
l
p) and (tj0\, ..., tJoq) are columns of M
+(*} and 
MJ{^ of the form (10), the proof is finished. 
3. Criteria of graphicity of a pair of sequences 
From Lemmas 1 and 2 it follows that the problem of graphicity of a pair of 
matrices (Af+(*\ M"(*}) reduces itself to. the problem of graphicity of pairs of 
sequences. We start to solve this problem. 
We define some operations on d . b-graphs. 
Let D = (X, Y9 E) be a d . b-graph realizing of a pair of sequences a = 
= (al9 a2, ..., an), b = (bl9 bl9 ...,.bm) and let X = {ul9 u2, ..., un}9 Y = 
a) Assume that for some i e {1, 2, ..., n},j e {1, 2, ..., m} we have u*, #/ £Xn Y. 
Put 
*W,> = <*> r> £') wher* r = ( r \ W u {t/J 
and IT is obtained from £ by substituting any arc (u, vj) by (w, u{) for every M e 
erEivj). "* 
Then we say that the graph DJ{Ui Vj^ arises from the graph D by joining vertices 
I/I and Vj. 
b) Assume that for some i e {1, 2, ..., w}, fe {1, 2, ..., m} we have t/f e X n Y, 
deg+(i/f) = a„ deg"(^) = bJy Vj i Y. 
Put 
DUi/Vj = (X9 Y\E") where Y> = (Y\{ut}) v {Vj} 
and .£" is obtained from E by substituting any arc (u, ut) by (w, #,) for every u e 
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Then we say that the graph DUi/VJ arises from the graph D by splitting the vertex ut 
into vertices ut and vj. 
c) Assume that (ut, Vj, uk, vt) is a sequence of vertices of the graph D such that: . 
1° u{, uk G X, Vj, vt e Y, ut 4= uk and Vj 4= vt9 
2° (ui9 Vj), (uk, vx) e E and (ut, vt), (uk, Vj) $ E. 
Put 
D(Ui, vj,uk,vi)
 = \X9 Y9 L ) , 
where E'" = (E\{(uh vj), (uk, t?,)}) u {(uh vt), (uk, vj)}. 
Then we say briefly that the graph D(Uit VJ, UktVl) is a (*>switching of D. 
Note that the graphs DJ(UttVj), DUi/Vj, D(UitVJtUktVl) are d. b-graphs realizing 
the pair (a, b). 
Lemma 3. Let a = (al9 a2, ..., an), b = (bl9b2, ..., bm) be sequences of non-
negative integers and s = min {n, m}. If the pair (a, b) is graphic, then there exists 
a sequence D0, Dlf ..., Ds of d. b-graphs realizing the pair (a, b) and such that for 
r e {0, 1, ..., s} | V(Dr) \ = m + n - r, where V(Dr) denotes the set of all vertices 
ofDr. 
Proof. Let D = (X, Y,E) be a realization of the pair (a,b). The sequence 
Z)0, Dt, ..., Ds we form as follows. 
If X n Y = 0, then D0 = D. 
If X n Y 4= 0, then we obtain the graph D0 by splitting any vertex of X n Y 
into two. 
Put 
Do = (XQ , Yo» E0), 
X0 = {ul9u2, ...,un}, Y0 = {vl9v2, ...,vm}. 
Note that for D0 we have: X0
 n -̂ o = 0> deg+(^f) = a{, deg
-(w4) = 0 for / * 
= 1, 2, ...,n, deg+(^) = 0, deg"(^) = b} forj = 1, 2, ..., m. 
Let for some r e {1, 2, ..., s} Dr = (Xr, yr, J?r) be a d . b-graph obtained from Da 
by joining exactly 2r vertices. Then the sequence D0,.Dl9 ...,DS satisfies the 
required conditions. 
Obviously for n, m > 1 there can exist many d . b-graphs Dr since in D0 we 
can join arbitrary r vertices of X0 with arbitrary r vertices of Y0.. 
By the method used in the proof of the Lemma 3 we have , 
Corollary 1. Let a = (al9 a2, ..., an), b = (bl9 b2, ..., bm) be a pair of sequences 
of non-negative integers. The pair (a, b) is graphic iff the sequence 
: ((0,bt)9 ...9(0,bm),(a1,0),,..,(an9 0)) 
of pairs is realizable by a directed graph. 
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Lemma 4* Let a = (i*i9a29 ...9an)9b = (bi9b29 ..^b^andb^^ b2 = ... = bm. 
Then the pair (a, b) is realizable by a d. b-graph iff the following conditions (11) 
and (12) are satisfied: 
< • " ) ľ-. = Z ь„ І = l i=-i 
* n 
<12) X fcy ś Z m i n í f e» **}> 
У - - 1 f - = l 
where k = 1, 2, ..., m. 
Proof. This result follows from Corollary 1 in this paper and Theorem 1 
Chapter 6 in [1]. 
The recursive Havel — Hakimi's criterium for a sequence to be graphic was 
proved for simple graphs ([4], [2]). However in this paper we need such criterium 
for realizability of a pair of sequences by demi-bipartite graphs. Now we start 
to determine such criterium, using a similar idea as that of Havel —Hakimi's 
(see [3]). , 
Let a = (ai9 al9 ..., an)9 b = (bi9 bl9 ..., bm) be non-increasing sequences of 
non-negative integers such that ai ^ m. 
Denote 
red (a9 b) = ((0, a29 ...9an)9 (bt - 1, ...? bai - 1, bai + i9 ...9bm)). 
Lemma 5. A pair (a9 b) is realizable by ad. b-graph iff the pair red (a9 b) is. 
Proof. Let G' = (X'9 Y'9 E') where X' = \ui9ul9 ...9un}9 Y' = {vi9vl9 ...,vm} 
realizes the pair red (a9 b). We form a d . b-graph G = (X9 Y9 E) where X = X't 
Y = r , E = E' u {(ui9 vk)} ke{ui «i}* Obviously G realizes the pair (a9 b). 
Let G = (X9 Y9 E) realizes the pair (a9b) and X = {ui9 u29 ..., un}9 Y — 
= {vi9 vl9 ..., vm}. We show that from G we can obtain a d. b-graph H = 
= (X, 7, F) realizing the pair (a9 b) and such that {(ui9 vk)}ke{U2 0 j } c F. Let 
G # H. Then there exists r <£ '^j such that (iilf vr) $E. So there exist s > «! 
such that (t/t, vs)eE. Since degj(tv) ^ deg^(t;5), so there exists t> 1 such 
—• 
that (t/f, t?f)6.E and (ut9 vs)$E. Thus we can apply the following (*)-switching: 
Gi = G(Ut.VM,UuVr)* 
' The same procedure as for G we can repeat for Gt and after a finite number of 
steps we get i/. 
Now we form a d . b-graph G' = (X'9 Y'9 F) such that X' = JT, r = r, F « 
-» /^{(t^, ^)}fc6{i,2,...fii1}- 'T-
ie d • b-graph G' realizes the pair red (a, b). 
By Lemma 5 the following Algorithms 1 and 2 are correct. 
Algorithm 1 (for graphicity of a pair of sequences) 
Let a = (ai9al9 ...9an)9 b = (bi9bl9 ...9bm) be non-increasing sequences of 
non-negative integers. 
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IF a. = m THEN 
REPEAT 
•(a 1 ,* 1 ) : - fed(a ,*) ; 
a: = sort a1; {sort a1 decreasing} 
b: = sort b1; 
UNTIL (a1 is the zero-sequence OR b1 is the zero-sequence OR there is a negative 
eiement in b1) 
IF a and b are zero-sequences THEN (a, b) is graphic; 
ELSE (a, b) is not graphic; 
ELSE (a, b) is not graphic; 
Algorithm 2 (for constructing d. b-graph realizing a pair of sequences) 
Let a = (at, a2,..., a„), b = (bt,b2 bm) be non-increasing sequences of 
non-negative integers and let the pair (a, b) be graphic. 
The required realization of the pair (a, b) is a triple G = (X, Y, E) such that 
X = {«!, u2, ...,«„}, Y = {vuv2,..., fm},£ = U Ek, where£» - {(-*,»./)};.-*. 
We give the procedure for finding the set Tk. **
1>' "" 
FOR k: = 1 TO n DO 
BEGIN 
/: = 0 {the number of found positive integers in b} 
j : = 1 {index of element in b} 
Tk: = 0 
WHILE 1 < ak DO 
BEGIN 
IF ft, >0THEN 
BEGIN 
Tk: = Tku{j}; 
b}:=bj-\; 





4. Criteria for graphicity of a pair of matrices (M+, M~) 
Let c = (c1,c2, ...,ck) be a sequence of non-negative integers. Denote c = 
~* (£i> £i> •••> £k), where (clt c2, ..., c») is a permutation of c such that Ci jS £2 s= 
>̂ ... >̂ £ . 
Theorem 1. Lei" (Af+, M~) be a pair of matrices of non-negative integers such 
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that the pair (M+(*}, M~u )) is of the form (6). Then the pair (M+, M") ft graphic 
iff for any i == 1, 2, ..., fc and j = 1, 2, ..., / the following conditions hold: 
(o £ tfy=i; tfp. 
r = l p = l 
(ii) f # = £ min {m, f+'} for m = 1, 2, ..., r,.. 
r « l r*-l 
Proof. => Assume that G realizes the pair (M+, M~), so the pair (M+(*\ M~(*)) 
too. By Lemma 1 the subgraphs Gif realize the pairs of sequences (t*\tj
{) for 
/ = 1, 2, ..., k andj = 1, 2, ...,/. From Lemma 4 it follows that the conditions (i) 
and (ii) are satisfied. 
<= By Lemma 4 for any i = 1, 2, ..., k andf = 1, 2, ..., / the pair (t+i, tjl) is 
realizable by a d. b-graph. Iii view of Lemma 3 as realizations of (/+i, tj{) we 
can take the d . b-graphs H{j from Lemma 2. Thus the d . b-graph H = \J Hif 
1=1 -
is a realization of the pair (M+(*\ M"*(*)), so of the pair (M+, M ) as well. 
Theorem 2. y4 pair of matrices (M+(*}, M~(*}) of the form (6) & graphic iff for 
any i = 1, 2, ..., A: aw/ j = 1, 2, ..., / fhe pa/r red (tt
+J
9 tj
l) is realizable by 
a d. b-graph. 
The proof follows from Lemmas 1, 2, 3, 5 and is similar to that of Theorem L 
. 5 . Construction of a graph realizing a pair (M+, M ) 
Let us consider a graphic pair (M+, M~) of matrices of non-negative integers 
where M+ is an (/xn)-matrix and M~ is a (k x «)-matrix. 
Let G = (V9 E) be a graph we look for. 
A procedure of finding G consists of the following 5 steps. 
1. We denote 
V= {vl9v29 ...9vn}9 
M+ = [t+(vt)9t+(v2)9...9tZ(v„)l 
M~ = [*G(vi), to(v2)9..., t~(vn)l 
2. We form matrices M+(*) and M~(*} from (6). 
3. We write down the sets Vf9 VJ for i = 1, 2, ..., k andj = 1, 2, ..., /. 
4. We construct the d. b-graphs GtJ = (F




for i * 1,2,..., k andj = 1, 2, ..., /. 
5. We form the graph G = (J GJr 
i=-l ,2, . . . ,k 
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Observe that the d . b-graphs G%i and consequently the graph G need not be 
uniquely determined. 
Example 2. Let ( M * , M ~ ) be a pair of matrices from Example 1. We shall 
construct a realization G = (V, E) of (Af+, M""). 
1. Let F = - {vl9v29vZ9v4tv5}9 
M+-[#^ l),...,^(» 5)l 
-W" = K(»i)....^o(»3)]-
2. M+<*> = [ o | 0 1 | 0 o ] = C'G+(t,l)' ' ^ f°(Vs)i ' ^ * « M ' 
" 0 1 1 1 0 
M_ (*> = 0 1 1 1 1 
2 0 0 0 0 
3. V+ = fa}, 
V2 ={V2,V5}, 
V+ = fa,M-
4. ř + 1 = (3), 
•i,;1-. (0,1.1,1), řj1 = (0), 
t2
+2 = (0,l), 
ř2
-2 = (1), 
= ['"fa), *G(V2), f-fa), ř"(v5), Í - ( D 3 ) ] -
ГГ = {»l»»2»ť4»»s},-
Г2" = fa}-
t + 2 -» tГ-(O), 
t з + 1 = ( l , l ) , 
ť2
+1 = (2,1), 
řГ2 = (0,1,1,1), 
*+2 t 3
+ 2 = (0,0), 
íГ 3 = (2,0,0,0), í2"
3 = (0). 
The d. b-graphs Gi} are in Fig. 2. 
v< y v 
G«« : ? W G« - . ^ 4 
V 2 ' V. 
'12 
V, V2 V4 Vs 
>í1\ ">v^ 
V.! V2 V4 VS 
'22 
v a v 5 
G Э1 : 
VЭ VA 
v1 v 2 A V S 
Fig. 2 




5. G ш (J GІJ. The graph G is in Fig. 3. 
1-1.2.3 
Fig. 3 
6. The set of all realizations of a pair of matrices (M+(*\ M ""(*}) 
Let (M+U), M""(*}) be a pair of matrices of the form (6). Let V = {vt, t?2, ..., t>„} 
be a set. Denote by RV(M
+(*}, M~(*}) the set of all labeled directed graphs G = 
- (V, £) realizing the pair (M+(*}, M"(*}). 
For the setl?F(M
+(*), Af ~(*)) we have similar properties as for the set RV(M*) 
(see [6]). 
Any of the operations (*)-switching in a d. b-graph GtJ for ie {1, 2, ..., /:} 
andje {1, 2, . . . , /} will be called a (*)-switching in G. 
Let G « (V9 E)9 # = (K, F) be directed graphs. 
Denote G -*- H = (V9E -*- F) where -*- is the symmetric difference. 
Let cbca sequence of vertices of the graph G. -*- # having the following form: 
(13) c = (tfiWiU^a, ...,"mH>mum+1), 
where for j ,f e { l , 2 , ...,m} um+1 = I/J, (if,, w5)e£, (i/J+1, >v5)<=Fand for ^ # 
+ ':(tf,. ws) * («„. wt)9 (ua+l9 wa) + (i/f+!, wt). 
The sequence c of the form (13) will be called an alternate anti-cycle or briefly 
a. a-cycle. 
Lemma 6. Let G9 #e« F (M
+ ( * ) , Af-(*)), G = (V9E) and H = (Y,F). Then 
fori ass 1, 2, ..., k9j = 1, 2, ..., I any non-trivial component of the graph GtJ ~ HtJ = 
= (F+ u Kj\ £|y ~ FtJ) can be considered as an a . a-cycle of the form (13) where 
ua e Vt, wa e PJ, (ua9 wa) e £,A
F*I a"rf ("s+i> ^s) e Fy\.Efi /or jr = 1, 2, ..., m. 
Proof. For weK,+ denote rfj(u9 G) = {w e V7: (u, w) e £l<;}, /^(n, # ) = 
«- {w e ^7 : (**> w ) e ^u) where i = 1, 2 , . . . , fc and j = 1, 2 , . . . , /. Since f+(«) = 
= tg(u)9 so there exists an arc*' eEtJ\FtJ with initial point in u iff there exists 
an arc x* e FyKJEy with initial point in u. So | rfj(u9 G) | = | r
+j(i/, # ) |. Analogous-
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ly I rjj(w9 G) | = | TJj(w9 H) | for w 6 VJ. Hence it follows that if .Ty(e/, G) * 
* rfj(u9 H) then u belongs to a cycle of the form (13). The same holds for the 
vertex w. 
Let G, HeRv(M
+(*\ Ar(*>), G = (V9 E)9 H = (V9F)andfor i = 1,2,..., fcand 
j = 1, 2. .... / GtJ = (K
+ u K;, EtJ)9 HtJ = (K,
+ u VJ9 FtJ). Denote by V„ a set 
of all alternate anticycles formed from the arcs of the graph GtJ -*- HtJ in this way 
that every arc of GtJ -*- HtJ belongs exactly to one cycle. 
The set V§J will be called an a . a-cyclic partition of the graph GtJ •*- HtJ. 
The number 
8(Gij9 Hij9 <€tJ) = 1 1 E(GtJ + HtJ) | - | <eti | 
will be called the distance of the graphs GtJ and HtJ with respect to the set VtJ. 
Lemma 7. Let G, HeRv(M+<*\ M ~
(*>), G = (V9 E)9 H = (V9F) and for 
i = 1, 2, ..., k and j = 1, 2, ..., / we have: GtJ = (K
+ u VJ9 Etj)9 HtJ = 
= (V+ u K/, FtJ) and VtJ is an a.a-cyclic partition of the graph GtJ -*• HtJ. Further 
let S(Gij9 Hij9 #y) = p andp > 0. Then there exists a sequence GtJ = Gy, Gy, ..., 
GJJ = HtJof graphs and a sequence ^lj9 . . . ,#y ofa.a-cyclic partitions of the graphs 
Gjy — i/y, ..., GJJ -̂  HtJrespectively — MCA tAtftw ^ pandforanyr = 1, 2, ..., m 
fAe following two conditions are satisfied: 
• - > 
•Gy is a (*) switching 0/ G\Jl9 
b(G'ij9 Htj9 rtJ) < 5(G\f\ Hij9 rj
1). 
Proof. The proof of the Lemma 7 is analogous to the proof of the Lemma 4 
from [6]. Here we list the differences: 
In the Case 1 instead of ut 4= w2 and {ui9 w2} $EtJ we consider the case: 
(ui9w2)$EtJ. 
In the Case 2 instead of ui = w2 or {ux, w2} e EtJ we consider the case: (ut, w2) e 
eEtJ. 
In the Case 2.1 we have here: (uif w^^eE^. 
We omit the Case 2.2. 
Theorem 3. Let G = (V9E) and H = (V9 F) be two different realizations of 
a pair (M+(*\ M~(*)) of matrices of the form (6). Then there exists a sequence 
G = G°, G\ ..., C = H of graphs belonging to Rv(M+<*\ M~<*
}) such that Gs+*•• 
-> 
is a (*)-switching of (? for s e {0, 1, ..., r — 1}. 
Proof. We decompose the graph G -*- H into the subgraphs Gy -*~ HtJ for 
/*• 1, 2, . . . , k and j = 1, 2 , . . . , /. Next we apply the Lemma 7 and we get the 
sequence Gy = Gy, Gy, ..., GJJai) = HtJ for any graph Gy -*- HtJ. Then we 
order all graphs as follows > 
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Gutj < GZno(Uh u) <l(min9 w), 
whete <i denotes the lexicographic order. 
Remark 1. The statement of Theorem 3 can be also derived from [5, Th. 1] 
but it is not a simple consequence. 
Corollary 2. The set.Ry(M
+(*), M~(*}) can be generated by a single graph 
GeRv(M+
(*\ M~(*y) using (*)-switching operations finitely many times. 
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